ABSTRACT: The salt compounds NaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 all contain geometrically similar, monocharged, nidoundeca(carba)borate anions (i.e., truncated icosohedral-shaped clusters constructed of only 11 instead of 12 {B−H} + {C−H} vertices and an additional number of compensating bridging and/or terminal H atoms). We used first-principles calculations, X-ray powder diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry, neutron vibrational spectroscopy, neutron elastic-scattering fixed-window scans, quasielastic neutron scattering, and electrochemical impedance measurements to investigate their structures, bonding potentials, phase-transition behaviors, anion orientational mobilities, and ionic conductivities compared to those of their closo-poly(carba)borate cousins. All exhibited order−disorder phase transitions somewhere between room temperature and 375 K. All disordered phases appear to possess highly reorientationally mobile anions (> ∼10 10 jumps s −1 above 300 K) and cation-vacancy-rich, close-packed or body-center-cubicpacked structures [like previously investigated closo-poly(carba)borates]. Moreover, all disordered phases display superionic conductivities but with generally somewhat lower values compared to those for the related sodium and lithium salts with similar monocharged 1-CB 9 H 10 − and CB 11 H 12 − closo-carbaborate anions. This study significantly expands the known toolkit of solid-state, poly(carba)borate-based salts capable of superionic conductivities and provides valuable insights into the effect of crystal lattice, unit cell volume, number of carbon atoms incorporated into the anion, and charge polarization on ionic conductivity.
■ INTRODUCTION
Use of inorganic solid electrolytes in future lithium-or sodiumion all-solid-state battery systems will, among other things, improve the energy density of the electrochemical cell and also improve safety by eliminating the flammable and hazardous liquid organic electrolyte. 1−3 However, one formidable requirement for solid electrolytes is to achieve ionic conductivity that is comparable to that of liquid electrolytes, e.g., σ Li + = 12 mS· cm −1 at room temperature (RT) for LP30 [1 M LiPF 6 (where M = mol·L −1 ) in 1:1 ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (EC:DMC)] 4 and σ Na + = 12 mS·cm −1 at RT for 1 M NaClO 4 in 1:1 EC:DMC. 5 Indeed, most solid electrolytes lack sufficient conductivity below 373 K. 1−3 Solid electrolytes with potentially promising RT ionic conductivities that have been more widely investigated in the past five years include (i) variants of chalcogen pnictides based on PS 4 3− (or PSe 4 3− ) building blocks such as Li 10 GeP 2 S 12 ( LGPS, σ Li + = 12 mS·cm
), 6 Li 7 P 3 S 11 (σ Li + = 17 mS·cm
), 7 Li 9.54 Si 1.74 and (iii) polymer/electrolyte composites (typically, σ Li + < 1 mS· cm −1 ). 13, 14 Despite their potentially acceptable ionic conductivities, all of these solid electrolytes suffer from various shortcomings such as an insufficiently wide electrochemical stability window; formation of reactive interfaces with either the anode, cathode, or both; and the inability to form lowresistance, conformal contacts to electrodes with complex morphologies. 15 Due to these shortcomings, there is a need to explore alternative types of solid superionic conductors (σ ≈ 10 mS· cm −1 ) with improved properties for room-temperature use. 16 Indeed, there has also been interest in finding sufficiently conductive solid electrolytes among the broad class of complex hydride-based compounds 17 such as the prototypical LiBH 4 and Na 2 BH 4 NH 2 salts and related hybrid materials. 18−23 More recently, liquid-like ionic conductivity was discovered in borohydride materials based on relatively large, quasi-spherical, closo-polyborate and closo-polycarbaborate (i.e., B 12 , and 1-CB 9 H 10 − ; see Figure 1 ) anion building blocks. 24−27 In the past decade, attention to closopolyborate anions in particular has been focused on avoiding their undesirable formation as persistent side-products during the dehydrogenation of tetrahydroborate-containing hydrogenstorage materials 28−33 due to the stabilizing nature of the pseudoaromatic bonding. 34 Yet, as a component of a solid electrolyte, such high chemical (and electrochemical) stability is a desirable property. Indeed, a very recent computational study 35 confirms that, whereas Li and Na tetrahydroborate salts are unstable at high voltages, the corresponding closododecaborates have wide electrochemical windows (up to 5 V). As a result, in contrast to the tetrahydroborate salts, polyhedral (carba)borate salts are typically air-stable at devicerelevant temperatures as well as stable with respect to Li and Na metal anodes.
A relatively common characteristic of these closo-type salt compounds is the sudden jump in ionic conductivity above a phase-transition temperature (T trans ) as they change from an ordered low-T phase to an entropically driven, disordered high-T phase (type I superionic material). 16 For example, Na + conductivities attain superionic values of 0. 27 respectively. This is similar to the ionic conductivity behavior observed in AgI, the first solid superionic conductor studied by Tubandt and Lorenz in 1914 ; the transition into the high-T α-AgI phase (Im3̅ m) above 420 K coincides with a rapid increase in conductivity (σ Ag + > 1. 3 S·cm −1 ) 36 because the highly disordered nature of Ag + cations within the anionic bcc sublattice enabled liquid-like motion of the cations. 37, 38 In the closo-type materials, the partially filled cationic Wyckoff sites in combination with the relatively large size and high orientational mobility of the closo-poly(carba)borate anions facilitate rapid diffusion of the cations through the disordered unit cell. Anion reorientational jump rates above 10 10 −10 11 s −1 are confirmed from quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies.
24,25,39−44 Ab initio molecular dynamics computations 35,45−47 strongly suggest that these highly mobile anions are indeed not just inconsequential bystanders during cation diffusion, but rather act as critical synergistic partners during cation translational jumps through the lattice, effectively lowering the cation diffusional barrier and enhancing the ultimate superionic conductivities observed.
It is worth noting that the anionic modification of the closopolyborate anions (B 12 H ) to form closopolycarbaborate anions (CB 11 H 12 − and 1-CB 9 H 10 − ) by replacing one {B−H} vertex with {C−H} on an apical site leads to a unit reduction in negative charge. Hence, closopolycarbaborate salts possess half as many cations as closopolyborate salts to maintain charge neutrality, which may allow for better cationic movement within the unit cell, due to decreased cation-site blockage, reduced anion−cation Coulombic interactions, and more orientationally mobile anions. 26, 27, 44 Indeed, the conductivity values associated with disordered closopolycarbaborate salts with singly charged anions measured thus far seem to be about an order of magnitude higher than those of their closo-polyborate analogues at similar temperatures. 26, 27 Moreover, there are indications that disordered Na polycarbaborate salts are at least as good if not better conductors than their Li polycarbaborate congeners. 26, 27 Various other closo-type compound modifications have been explored in an effort to stabilize the desired superionic disordered phase to lower temperatures as well as to further enhance the superionic conductivity. 52 In these strategies, nanosizing and anion geometric stacking frustration are both thought to promote the stabilization of the desirable HT-like disordered phases down to subambient temperatures. Moreover, some closo-polyborate synthesis methods naturally result in mixed-anion phases that can potentially lead to desirable superionically conductive disordered materials. 52,56−59 Finally, there has also been some success with making RT fast-ion conductors such as Na 3 (BH 4 )-(B 12 H 12 ), Ag 2+x I x B 12 H 12 , and Ag 2+x I x B 10 H 10 by mixing closo-type anions with non-closo-type anions. 60, 61 On the basis of the highly favorable conductivity properties of the closo-type compounds as solid electrolytes, we extended our investigations to include a related type of anion-modified compound, namely, the nido-poly(carba)borates. (NB, closo and nido mean cage and nest, respectively, from the Greek). Within this broad family of cluster nido-compounds, we focused our attention herein mainly on the sodium salts of the following nido-poly(carba)borate anions (see Figure 1 ): (i) tetradecahydro-nido-undecaborate(−) (B 11 H 14
− ), and (iv) dodecahydro-7,9-dicarba-nidoundecaborate(−) (7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 − ). For all these anions, the nest-like nido-structure is similar to the cage-like closo-structure but truncated with one icosohedral cage atom completely removed. Hence , and 7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 − nido-anions by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). All of the nido-anions described here are singly charged clusters with some B/C nest-edge atoms bonded to more than one hydrogen. The extra hydrogen(s) bonded to these B/C atoms can either be a second endohydrogen or a bridging hydrogen (B−H−B bond).
In the structure of B 11 H 14 − and those of the other studied nido-anions, at least one hydrogen atom is bonded to each of the 11 B(C) cage atoms. It was initially thought that the three additional H atoms in B 11 H 14 − were unbonded to any B atoms and were rather described as an H 3 + triangle interacting with a B 11 H 11 2− fragment on the open side of the dodecahedron. 65, 66 However, with NMR and modeling, it is now widely accepted that two of the three are bridging H atoms, forming B−H−B bonds between B7−B8 and B10−B11, and the third is an endohydrogen bonded to B9 67−70 (see Figure S1 ). Various alkali salt solutions have been synthesized as precursors, but the crystals were not dried for structural characterization. 67 In the structure of the most common nido-CB 10 H 13 anion isomer, 7-CB 10 H 13 − , both hydrogens (di-μ-hydro-) form bridging B−H−B bonds between B8−B9 and B10−B11 on the lower equatorial positions of the nido-anion 71, 72 (see Figure  S2 ). Cs-7-CB 10 H 13 was previously explored as a potential solid ionic conductor, showing two polymorphs over a transition temperature range of 437−470 K. 72 Both α-and β-phases were found to be monoclinic, with the structure of the α-polymorph completely solved. ) or separated by a B atom (7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 − ), and this leads to differences in packing and structure. One main distinction is the position of the twelfth or last hydrogen, which is not singly bonded to one boron/carbon and remained unresolved in both structures for a long time after their discovery. It has since been determined to be a B−H−B bridging hydrogen in both anions. 73−75 From powder X-ray and neutron diffraction studies of the 7,8-nido-dicarbaborate anion, an asymmetric B−H−B bridge was found over the B10−B11 bond 73, 74 instead of fluctuating between B9−B10 and B10−B11 (see Figure S3) . In the 7,9-isomer, the bridging hydrogen was clearly found between the B10−B11 bond 75 (see Figure S4 ). It is interesting to note that the "extra" hydrogen is not bonded to the more electropositive carbon in the anion, i.e. there is no presence of C−H−C or B−H−C bonds. Cs-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 was previously investigated as a possible solid ionic conductor, showing two phase changes from a monoclinic γ-phase to a monoclinic (pseudo-orthorhombic) β-phase (at 374 K) to a disordered tetragonal α-phase (at 483 K). 76 The predominant migration of the Cs + cations along the c-axis of the α-polymorph was believed to be responsible for the observed conductivity (σ Cs + = 55 μS·cm −1 at 478 K). There are seven other possible nido-C 2 B 9 H 12 − anion isomers such as 1,2-C 2 B 9 H 12 − and 1,7-C 2 B 9 H 12 − , but none of these are considered further here. Here, we present the properties of the sodium salts of the aforementioned nido-undeca(carba)borate anions (i.e., NaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 ), as well as one comparative lithium salt analogue, Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , as determined by a variety of techniques: differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), neutron vibrational spectroscopy (NVS), neutron-elastic-scattering fixed-window-scans (FWS), quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS), and AC impedance. These nido-compounds are also found to form superionic disordered structures like their closo-type cousins. Moreover, one of the two different batches of commercially available NaB 11 H 14 investigated displayed no obvious order−disorder phase transition. Rather, it maintained a persistent and highly conductive disordered structure down to subambient temperatures, atypical behavior that was previously observed in related closo-polyborate salts containing some minor amount of substitutional anion impurities.
■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Sodium nido-undecaborate, NaB 11 H 14 (two different batches); the sodium and lithium monocarba-nido-undecaborates, Na-7-CB 10 H 13 and Li-7-CB 10 H 13 ; and the sodium dicarba-nido-undecaborates, Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 , were all obtained from Katchem. 77 Removal of any residual water was typically accomplished by annealing for 16 h under vacuum at 373 K for NaB 11 H 14 and at 393 K for all other nido-compounds. In addition, sodium decahydro-closo-deca-(carba)borates Na-1-CB 9 H 10 and Na 2 B 10 H 10 were also used in this study as ionic conductivity reference materials, and sodium monocarba-closo-dodecaborate, NaCB 11 H 12 , was used both as an additional ionic conductivity reference material and for comparative anion reorientational mobility measurements. Na-1-CB 9 H 10 and NaCB 11 H 12 were obtained from Katchem. Na 2 B 10 H 10 was made by an ion-exchange method similar to that in ref 25 , starting with (NH 4 ) 2 B 10 H 10 from Katchem. All three samples were dried for about 16 h under vacuum at 473 K.
XRPD patterns were measured for each sample sealed in quartz capillaries at RT and above using a Rigaku Ultima III X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.5418 Å). Elevated sample temperatures were enabled by a calibrated radiative/convective heat source. XRPD structural refinements were performed using either GSAS 78 or Fullprof software. 79 Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were made with a Netzsch (STA 449 F1 Jupiter) TGA-DSC under He flow using Al sample pans.
All neutron scattering experiments were performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research. NVS measurements at 4 K were done on the filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer (FANS) 80 using the Cu(220) monochromator with preand postcollimations of 20′ of arc, yielding a full width at halfmaximum (fwhm) energy resolution of about 3% of the neutron energy transfer. QENS measurements for NaB 11 H 14 up to 410 K and NaCB 11 H 12 up to 480 K were done on the disc chopper spectrometer (DCS), 81 utilizing an incident neutron wavelength of 8 Å (1.28 meV) with a resolution of 30 μeV fwhm and a maximum attainable neutron momentum transfer (Q) value of around 1.48 Å −1 . The lowest NaB 11 H 14 dynamical measurement at 310 K utilized a wavelength of 10 Å (0.818 meV) with a resolution of 17 μeV fwhm and a maximum attainable Q value of around 1.18 Å −1 . The resolution functions for both wavelengths were obtained from the purely elastic 30 K QENS measurements. Because all samples were synthesized with natural boron, which contains the highly neutron-absorbing 10 B isotope, thin flat-plate sample geometries were used for FANS and DCS measurements, and all scattering was done in reflection. Neutronelastic-scattering fixed-window scans (FWSs) between 120 and 430 K were done for all nido-compounds on the high-flux backscattering spectrometer (HFBS), 82 which provides a resolution of 0.8 μeV fwhm using 6.27 Å wavelength incident neutrons. Again, very thin, flat-plateshaped samples were used to minimize neutron beam attenuation from the presence of 10 B. All neutron data analyses were done with the DAVE software package. 83 AC impedance measurements were performed inside an Ar-filled glovebox. The electrolyte powders were pressed into free-standing pellets with a diameter of 6.35 mm and thicknesses that ranged from 2.7 to 3.4 mm. The pellets were formed under 250 MPa uniaxial pressure using a Carver hydraulic press and loaded into an MTI stainless steel cell with Au electrodes on both sides of the pellet. The measurements were performed at temperatures from room temperature to 415 K for all compounds except for NaB 11 H 14 , which was measured down to 255 K. The sample temperature was measured using a calibrated thermocouple. The AC impedance spectra were collected from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz using a Gamry600 potentiostat, and the data were analyzed using Gamry software to extract the electrolyte resistance.
To complement the structural refinements and NVS measurements, first-principles calculations were performed within the plane-wave implementation of the generalized gradient approximation to density functional theory (DFT) using a Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft potential with Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange correlation. 84 A cutoff energy of 544 eV and a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh (generated using the Monkhorst−Pack scheme) were used and found to be enough for the total energy to converge within 0.01 meV/atom. For comparison with the NVS measurements, the phonon density of states (PDOS) was calculated for the DFT-optimized 0 K ordered structures (except for NaB 11 H 14 and Li-7-CB 10 H 13 ) using the supercell method with finite displacements 85, 86 and were appropriately weighted to take into account the H, Na, B, and C total neutron scattering cross sections. Mulliken atomic charges associated with the isolated B 11 H 14 − , 7-CB 10 H 13 − , 7,8-CB 9 H 12 − , and 7,9-CB 9 H 12 − anions were also determined from DFT calculations of the energy-optimized anion geometries using 20 × 20 × 20 supercells.
All structural depictions were made using the VESTA (visualization for electronic and structural analysis) software. 87 For all figures, Figure 2 illustrates the characteristic DSC scans upon heating and cooling. For each compound, there is a clear endothermic feature upon heating and a matching hysteretic exothermic feature upon cooling somewhere within a 300 to 375 K temperature range, which are presumed to mark the presence of reversible order− disorder phase transitions. For NaB 11 H 14 , the first of two purchased batches lacked any similar calorimetric features between 225 and 425 K, as seen by the top plot in Figure 2 , suggesting that no phase change occurred for this particular atypical NaB 11 H 14 sample (which for brevity, we will from here on refer to as a-NaB 11 H 14 ), at least within this range. This anomalous behavior prompted us to purchase a second separately synthesized batch, which in turn demonstrated a clear hysteretic phase-change behavior more in line with the other nido-compounds measured. Both NaB 11 H 14 samples were found to possess similar thermal stabilities, being slightly less robust than the other nido-compounds studied (we note that, because of the intriguing variations found in structural and dynamical properties between both NaB 11 H 14 samples, we compare their various properties throughout this paper). For all nido-compounds measured, the onset of decomposition (with mass loss) seemed to occur noticeably above around 450 K, although for NaB 11 H 14 , very slow decomposition may occur over hours even by 400 K. Table 1 summarizes the approximate phase-change temperatures for each compound. 2. Structural Behaviors: XRPD. XRPD patterns of aNaB 11 H 14 , NaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 were measured at RT and above their DSC transition temperatures and are shown in Figure 3 . Except for a-NaB 11 H 14 , the XRPD patterns of all other nidocompounds change from those reflecting an ordered structure at RT, typically orthorhombic or monoclinic, to those reflecting disordered structures above their transition temperatures. The a-NaB 11 H 14 maintains an fcc disordered structure, even at RT, and DSC data in Figure 2 suggest that this structure persists down to at least 225 K. At this point, we cannot pinpoint with certainty what causes this anomalous behavior for a-NaB 11 H 14 because vendor information indicates a predominance of B 11 H 14 − anions are indeed present for both purchased batches. Yet, it is evident from an observable difference in unit cell volumes between a-NaB 11 H 14 and NaB 11 H 14 (see discussion below) that some type of minor impurities such as anion and/ or cation substitutional impurities and/or even some trace solvent adduct is causing a slight cell expansion for the former. The presence of such impurities is known to stabilize disordered structures in related closo-compounds below their expected pristine-compound transition temperatures. 51−61 Similar to that of a-NaB 11 H 14 , the disordered structures for Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 appear to reflect cubic-close-packed arrangements of orientationally disordered anions with cation-vacancy-rich interstitial sublattices, analogous to the structural nature of most superionic closo-poly(carba)borate compounds above their transition temperatures.
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25−27,50,52 Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 is found to be one exception, forming a hexagonal-close-packed arrangement of anions, another polymorph stacking seen for disordered closopoly(carba)borate compounds. 26 ,27,52,55 NaB 11 H 14 is found to be another exception, forming predominantly bcc disorder with only a very minor fraction of fcc polymorph, as observed for Na 2 B 12 H 12 . 40 This is interesting because a-NaB 11 H 14 clearly favors fcc disorder. As mentioned above, a comparison of fcc lattice constants for each NaB 11 H 14 sample at RT suggests a slightly larger lattice constant by 1.5% for a-NaB 11 H 14 (i.e., 10.1520(19) Å for the latter vs 9.998(6) Å) and provides a further clue that some impurities affecting unit cell size are indeed present. Of course, this can also explain the observed differences in the higher-temperature anion stackings because the favored disordered polymorph has been shown to be sensitive among other things to unit cell size. 55 Finally, although the 370 K Li-7-CB 10 H 13 pattern also largely reflects cubic-close-packing of the anions, the positions of the small Bragg scattering features suggests orthorhombic symmetry. No effort was made to determine if complete fcc symmetry was eventually attained at higher temperatures. Table 1 summarizes the symmetries and unit cell parameters for the ordered and disordered phases of the various compounds. For two compounds, Na-7-CB 10 H 13 and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 , the ordered RT structures were fully determined from Rietveld refinements, and these structures were confirmed as low-energy structures by DFT analyses. Figures S5−S9 in the Supporting Information depict more detailed XRPD results for these compounds, including Rietveld refinement fits of the patterns. For Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , we determined the most probable RT structure (see Figure S10 ) based on only partial success of refining a monoclinic structural model that fits the pattern, as some of the intensities of the smaller Bragg features were not in full agreement. This may be due to the presence of texturing or some unknown impurities and requires further investigation. Accompanying DFT analysis indicated that this was indeed a low-energy structure.
The detailed RT monoclinic structure of Li-7-CB 10 H 13 (containing low-Z Li) remains unknown, and a solution may require complementary neutron powder diffraction measurements. As with all the other patterns shown in Figure 3 , cell parameters and possible symmetry were determined by fitting the indexed peak positions. The Li-7-CB 10 H 13 cell volumes/ formula unit for both ordered and disordered phases appear to be smaller than those for Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , as expected from the relative cation sizes.
Rietveld refinement of the RT pattern for NaB 11 H 14 (which we consider as representative of the pure compound) indicates that the structure is orthorhombic, but a reasonable agreement can only be found if one assumes that there is anion orientational disorder around the axis perpendicular to the plane defined by the five B nest atoms (see Figure S5) . Thus, although the Na + cations appear to be ordered, the structure may actually be partially disordered with respect to the anions. We note that this orientational disorder model is not certain at this point because an additional fully ordered model that invokes large anisotropic B thermal factors could also be reconciled with the data. Additional detailed neutron powder diffraction measurements at lower temperatures may ultimately be required to verify the true structure and its temperature dependence.
Tables S1−S11 and additional CIF files for RT Na-7-CB 10 H 13 and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 in the Supporting Information summarize the various crystal structure parameters from the model fits of all the patterns in Figure 3 . The XRPD results indicate two notable trends for the Na nido-compounds: (i) the unit cell volumes tend to decrease as the number of carbon atoms incorporated in each anion increases from 0 to 1 to 2, and (ii) the cations tend to avoid proximity to the more electropositive {C−H} vertices of the nido-polycarbaborate anions, similar to the behavior observed previously for the closocompounds LiCB 11 H 12 , NaCB 11 H 12 , and Na-1-CB 9 H 10 . ) for nido-compounds at 4 K are shown in Figure 4 with comparisons possible in three cases (for Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 ) to the calculated PDOSs for the 0 K, DFT-optimized, fully ordered structures derived from the RT XRPD data. In this region, the spectra are all dominated by various optical vibrational modes involving H atom displacements (in particular, anion deformation modes) due to the overwhelmingly large neutron scattering cross-section for H atoms compared to B, C, Na, or Li. They reflect the interatomic bonding interactions unique to each different anion as well as the bonding perturbations due to the various structure-dependent cation−anion and anion−anion interactions. We note that the hydrogen stretching modes are at higher energies outside the measured energy range. There is generally very good agreement between the experimental and simulated spectra, which corroborates the structures determined from XRPD. DFT simulations have previously indicated that neutron vibrational spectra of poly(carba)borate compounds are noticeably sensitive to the crystallographic structure details. 26,42,88−90 Further information about the natures of the different phonon modes contributing to the simulated PDOSs for the three Na polycarbaborate compounds can be provided by visualization software 91 using the ASCII .txt files in the Supporting Information.
For Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , where a detailed ordered structural model is lacking, the spectrum looks fairly similar to that for Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , suggesting similar local structural arrangements, although this must be verified by future PDOS calculations after the low-temperature Li-7-CB 10 H 13 structure has been determined. Finally, we were only able to measure the 4 K FANS spectrum for a-NaB 11 H 14 (and not NaB 11 H 14 ) in the beamtime allotted to us. We also have no possible fully ordered structural model to use (based on the RT XRPD data for Figure 3 . XRPD patterns for all nido-compounds both at RT and above their order−disorder phase-transition temperatures. The exception is a-NaB 11 H 14 , which is already fcc disordered at RT. Asterisks associated with the Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 patterns denote inadvertent NaCl contamination. pristine NaB 11 H 14 ) to calculate a simulated PDOS for comparison to the 4 K a-NaB 11 H 14 spectrum in Figure 4 . Yet, this is probably moot because the 4 K a-NaB 11 H 14 spectrum, although dominated by vibrations involving B 11 H 14 − anions, likely reflects the same highly disordered fcc structural arrangement observed by XRPD at RT. Neutron powder diffraction patterns extracted from our QENS measurements of a-NaB 11 H 14 (discussed later in this paper) confirmed that the fcc disordered phase persists down to at least 30 K, the lowest temperature studied. 4 . Anion Orientational Mobilities: FWSs and QENS. Changes in the anion orientational mobilities for the various nido-compounds upon thermal cycling through the reversible phase transitions were reflected by the neutron-elasticscattering FWSs in Figure 5 . All FWSs were dominated by the scattering from the bonded H atoms associated with the anions again due to hydrogen's overwhelmingly large neutron scattering cross-section compared to those for B, C, Na, or Li. In an FWS, the elastic (i.e., at zero energy transfer) scattering intensity is recorded while ramping the sample temperature in either a positive (heating) or negative (cooling) direction. Within the 0.8 μeV fwhm HFBS resolution window, the neutrons are typically able to sense H (and thus anion) reorientational jump frequencies above about 10 8 s , the intensity during ramping will remain relatively high (all elastic scattering) and only slowly decrease due to the Debye−Waller factor. If at any temperature the H atom jump frequencies start to exceed 10
, either in the same phase or by changing phase, the intensity will start to drop more dramatically as a portion of the purely elastic peak begins to broaden and become quasielastic. As the temperature increases further and if the jump frequency ever exceeds around 10 10 s −1 , the intensity will start to flatten out again because the quasielastic component becomes so broad that its contribution to the total intensity at zero energy transfer becomes negligible.
In Figure 5 , all the poly(carba)borate compounds that displayed clear hysteretic transition temperatures between ordered and disordered phases by DSC indicate similar hysteretic behaviors in the anion orientational mobilities. For each of these compounds, there are fairly sharp drops in intensity near the expected phase-transition temperatures upon heating and fairly sharp rises in intensity at the lower hysteretic phase-transition temperatures upon cooling. The differences in the intensity variations vs temperature in the transition regions reflect the temperature-dependent variations in the ordered and disordered phase fractions among the different compounds rather than any changes in the mobilities of a particular phase. 52 These FWS behaviors indicate that the anion jump frequencies are <10 8 s −1 in the ordered phases near the phase-transition temperature for all the polycarbaborate compounds. The sharp intensity drops observed upon transformations to the disordered phases confirm that the anion jump frequencies are now >10 10 s −1
, although the exact magnitudes cannot be determined without performing quasielastic scans on a different instrument with a broader energy and resolution range.
The FWSs for a-NaB 11 H 14 in Figure 5 are qualitatively different than the other compounds and reflect the actual progression of anion orientational mobility within the single persistent disordered fcc phase. This is corroborated by the relatively more gradual changes in intensity with temperature Figure 4 . Neutron vibrational spectra for nido-compounds at 4 K (black) compared with the DFT-simulated phonon densities of states for the three Na nido-polycarbaborates after energy optimization of the XRPD-derived ordered RT structures [1-phonon DOS (gray) and 1 + 2-phonon DOS (black)]. NB, of the two NaB 11 H 14 samples studied, only the (fcc disordered) a-NaB 11 H 14 spectrum was measured. and the lack of any significant thermal hysteresis effects as was observed for the FWSs of other comparable disordered poly(carb)borate compounds. 51, 52 In this case, we can say that the orientational jump frequency of the B 11 H 14 − anion in fcc disordered a-NaB 11 H 14 increases from the order of 10 8 s
at 230 K to the order of 10 10 s −1 by 320 K. Besides the FWSs, we also collected a series of complementary QENS spectra on DCS for fcc disordered a-NaB 11 H 14 at 310, 338, 372, and 410 K; bcc disordered NaB 11 H 14 at 372 K; and (closo-) NaCB 11 H 12 at 370, 400, 438, and 480 K. A spectral fit for a-NaB 11 H 14 is exemplified in Figure S11 in the Supporting Information. Figure 6 shows , where the fundamental jump correlation frequency dominates. 44 It is interesting to note that, despite the different fcc disordered aNaB 11 H 14 and bcc disordered NaB 11 H 14 structures at 372 K, the QENS data indicate similar jump correlation frequencies of ≈4 × 10 10 s −1
, within the current experimental error, although better measurements may well reveal minor differences. Determining why the B 11 H 14 − anions in the two different stacking arrangements possess similar jump frequencies will require comparative molecular dynamics simulations.
The slope of ln(τ 1
where E a is the activation energy for anion reorientation and k B is the Boltzmann constant. A fit of the data yields respective activation energies of 137(2) and 114(2) meV for aNaB 11 H 14 and NaCB 11 H 12 . The NaB 11 H 14 and NaCB 11 H 12 jump correlation frequencies and activation energies are compared in Figure 6 with the following related closopoly(carb a)borate co mpounds: Na 2 1 1 B 1 2 H 1 2 , 4 1 , 5 1 Na 2 11 B 10 H 10 , 44 and Na-1-CB 9 H 10 . 44 We assume here, to first order, that this fundamental reorientational jump frequency is a relative measure of anion orientational mobilities. Yet, we caution that the situation may be a bit more complicated because the different types of anions may be undergoing somewhat different reorientational mechanisms. The fundamental jump correlation frequency favors the predominant reorientational jump motion within the neutron energy window, which may differ for different anions. Nonetheless, the B 11 H 14 − anion in fcc disordered a-NaB 11 H 14 interestingly exhibits the highest overall jump correlation frequency (ranging from 1.5 × 10 10 s −1 at 310 K to 6.0 × 10 10 s −1 at 410 K) of all poly(carba)borate anions reported thus far, being very similar to that for 1-CB 9 H 10 − in hexagonal disordered Na-1-CB 9 H 10 . The B 11 H 14 − jump correlation frequency is about 20−25% higher compared to that for CB 11 H 12 − in fcc disordered NaCB 11 H 12 . This is consistent with the slightly larger fcc lattice constant (and thus more distance between neighboring anions) observed for a-NaB 11 H 14 (a = 10.1520(19) Å at RT) than for NaCB 11 H 12 (a = 10.066(3) Å at 356 K). 26 If we compare the RT ordered NaCB 11 H 12 unit cell volume per formula unit (950.4 Å 3 , Z=4) 26 to those for pristine NaB 11 H 14 and the other Na nido-polycarbaborates from Table 1 , it appears that the nido-B 11 H 14 − anions do require more volume than the closo-CB 11 H 12 − anions, whereas the three different nido-polycarbaborate anions require less volume. This may merely be reflecting the likelihood that the B 11 H 14 − anions are already partially orientationally disordered at RT, as suggested by the XRPD results. Anion disorder would tend to require an expanded lattice for accommodation. It is probable that the B 11 H 14 − anions would eventually require comparatively less space than CB 11 H 12 − anions upon formation of a fully ordered NaB 11 H 14 at lower temperatures. The 20% larger activation energy observed for the B 11 H 14 − nido-anion in a-NaB 11 H 14 compared to the CB 11 H 12 − closo-anion in NaCB 11 H 12 may reflect minor average barrier enhancements due to polarization and steric differences associated with hydrogen-rich nest side of the B 11 H 14 − anion. 5. Ionic Conductivities: AC Impedance. Figure 7 compares the temperature dependences of the ionic conductivities for the various nido-compounds as determined by AC impedance measurements upon both heating and cooling. Additional conductivity results upon heating for NaCB 11 H 12 , Na-1-CB 9 H 10 , and Na 2 B 10 H 10 reference materials obtained by identical measurement procedures are also shown. The data for all nido-compounds show order-of-magnitude or more enhancements in conductivities during heating upon trans- Figure 6 . Arrhenius plot of the anion jump correlation frequency vs inverse temperature for disordered a-NaB 11 H 14 , NaB 11 H 14 , and NaCB 11 H 12 in comparison with those for the related sodium closopoly(carba)borate compounds Na 2 11 B 12 H 12 , 41,51 Na 2
11
B 10 H 10 , 44 and Na-1-CB 9 H 10 . 44 Figure 7. Ionic conductivities versus inverse temperature for all nidocompounds during heating (closed circles) and cooling (open circles) segments. Similarly measured conductivities for NaCB 11 H 12 , Na-1-CB 9 H 10 , and Na 2 B 10 H 10 upon heating are included for comparison. formation from the ordered phases to the disordered phases. Upon cooling back through the phase transition, there is a reversible hysteretic decrease in the conductivity. As evidenced by XRPD during complementary cycling experiments, the back transformations are often found to be sluggish, as observed for other poly(carba)borate compounds. 24, 26, 40 A very minor fraction of disordered phase can generally persist below the transition temperature for some period of time (before eventually disappearing). This is manifested in Figure 7 by lower-temperature conductivities during the cooling segment that are somewhat elevated (signaling the presence of some lingering disordered phase) with respect to the values observed at the start of the initial heating segment.
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The conductivity behavior for a-NaB 11 H 14 with temperature is somewhat different, as expected, because it maintains its fcc disordered phase at least down to 30 K, as seen from the corresponding diffraction pattern determined during the QENS measurements. As a result, the conductivity remains relatively high (≈1 mS·cm −1 at RT) from an upper temperature of 415 K down to the lowest temperature measured of 255 K with no sudden hysteretic increase or decrease during heating or cooling, respectively.
Using 413 K as a reference temperature, NaB 11 H 14 conveys the best ionic conductivity (45 mS·cm −1 by extrapolation) among nido-compounds, being slightly less than that for NaCB 11 H 12 (62 mS·cm −1 ) and intermediate between that for Na-1-CB 9 H 10 (100 mS·cm ). In comparison, the measured ionic conductivities for aNaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 at 413 K are 23, 13, 8.7, 2.8 , and 2.3 mS·cm −1 , respectively. Although the persistent fcc disorder in a-NaB 11 H 14 allows for superionic conductivity down to subambient temperatures, the 50% lower conductivity for a-NaB 11 H 14 compared to NaB 11 H 14 at 413 K suggests that the presence of impurities incorporated into the former material is an impediment to the cation migration through the lattice. Moreover, it may signal that bcc disorder is a more favorable geometrical arrangement for cationic conduction than fcc disorder, a result that would be consistent with theory. 92 The conductivities for the disordered phases of the different Na nido-compounds seem to trend lower as the lattice volume/ formula unit decreases, which makes geometric sense and is consistent with the computed effects of lattice volume on cation conductivity in Li 2 B 12 H 12 . 46,47 Moreover, these downtrending conductivities also seem to correlate with an increase in the number of carbon atoms incorporated into the anion, with over an order of magnitude difference between the best (carbon-free NaB 11 H 14 ) and the worst (dicarbon Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 ), despite the fact that all of the compounds contain similarly shaped, singly charged anions. Hence, besides cell-volume-correlated differences in interstitial diffusional bottlenecks, a significant portion of the conductivity differences may well be connected to the nontrivial differences in polarizations among the various anions and their effects on the interactions with neighboring cations, which is discussed in more detail in the next section with respect to Mulliken-charge calculations.
We note that the Na + conductivity for Na-7-CB 10 H 13 is seen to be about 50% higher than the Li + conductivity for Li-7-CB 10 H 13 . This may seem surprising, as the Na + cation has a Shannon effective ionic radius (based on 6-fold coordination) of 1. 27 This is consistent with the slightly smaller unit cell volumes for the Li versions compared to the Na versions of the closo-and nido-polycarbaborate compounds mentioned.
Conduction activation energies for the disordered nidocompound phases as determined from the slope of ln(σT) vs T −1 are 0.321(3), 0.41(2), 0.42(2), 0.39(3), 0.41 (3), and 0.49(3) eV for a-NaB 11 H 14 , NaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 , respectively. These values are within the range of those for disordered NaCB 11 H 12 (0.22 eV) 26 and Na 2 B 10 H 10 (0.47 eV), 25 which also display cubic-close-packed structures, and that for disordered . Figures S1−S4 in the Supporting Information detail the full array of Mulliken charges associated with each individual atom (B, C, or H) of the various anions considered. The atomic charge distribution in nido-anions is dominated by the presence of fewer valence electrons than are required for a localized bonding scheme and formation of a cage-like B 11 , CB 10 , or C 2 B 9 structure. Figure 8 shows the general trend of a more highly polarized arrangement of positive charges on the H atoms of the nido-anions compared to the closo-anions, with the higher accumulative positive charge situated on the nest-end of the nido-anions. Among nido-anions, the polarization of hemispherical positive charges is seen to increase with an increase in the number of incorporated C skeletal atoms, the ratios of nestend:non-nest-end charges being +0. 82 , indicates a significantly less-polarized ratio of +0.67/+0. 41. 26 In contrast, the closo-anion B 12 H 12 2− has a nonpolar ratio of +0.018/+0.018 due to its high icosahedral I h symmetry. 26 Moreover, the much lower hemispherical charge values are a consequence of its overall double negative charge.
Among the disordered sodium salts of the nido-anions and the similarly singly charged closo-CB 11 H 12 − anion, there seems to be a good correlation between charge ratio and ionic conductivity, i.e., the compounds with less polarized ratios tend to display higher ionic conductivities. This makes some sense because for the ordered compounds, the more positive ends of the anions in general arrange themselves to avoid the chargecompensating cations. 26, 88, 94 This behavior likely persists in the disordered superionic salt structures, suggesting that the cation vacancies in the vicinity of the more highly positive end of the anions are not as energetically favorable as conduction hopping sites. This would lead to an overall reduction in the favorable pathways for cation conduction. Having said this, one could also argue that the other less-positive end of the anions would possess more energetically favorable neighboring cation vacancies, which could become the more dominant and facile conduction pathways. Yet, the observed conductivity trends suggest that the best conductivities among the singly charged nido-or closo-anions derive from the least polarized anions, where all the various conduction pathways are more permissible from an energetics viewpoint. Of course, we point out that, although the B 12 H 12 2− anion in Figure 8 has an anomalously low positive charge on its H atom vertices compared to those the other anions mentioned and should lead to the best ionic conductivities, the double charge means that there are twice as many cations required for charge compensation. This necessarily means less available cation vacancies and twice as many blocking cations interfering with conduction. This possibly helps explain the tempered conductivity behavior observed for disordered Na 2 B 12 H 12 , e.g., which is approximately on par with conductivity values for the nido-compounds upon extrapolation 24 but actually about an order of magnitude lower than those for NaCB 11 H 12 . 26 
■ CONCLUSIONS
We showed that various sodium and lithium nido-compounds are promising ionic conductors and exhibit order−disorder phase behaviors similar to those of their closo-poly(carba)borate counterparts. Coupling computational simulations and detailed structural characterization provides a fundamental understanding of the factors influencing cation mobility within the interstitial sublattice formed by nido-poly(carba)borate anionic cages and reveals a direct correlation between the ionic conductivity, lattice volume, and number of carbon atoms incorporated into the anion. The ionic conductivities for NaB 11 H 14 , Na-7-CB 10 H 13 , Li-7-CB 10 H 13 , Na-7,8-C 2 B 9 H 12 , and Na-7,9-C 2 B 9 H 12 at 413 K are 45, 13, 8.7, 2.8, and 2.3 mS·cm −1 , respectively, with conduction activation energies ranging between 0.32 and 0.49 eV. The conductivities for the disordered phases trend lower as the lattice volume/formula unit decreases and number of carbon atoms incorporated into the anion increases. In addition, DFT calculations revealed that charge polarization likely plays an important role on conductivity by affecting the interactions with the alkali metal cations in the crystal lattice. Further experiments are in progress to determine the relative orientational mobilities of the various nido-anions in their disordered superionic lattices to ascertain the extent of any possible trends between mobility and conductivity.
Although the superionic conductivities of the various disordered nido-compounds investigated here are generally somewhat less than those for the stellar closo-compounds Na-1-CB 9 H 10 or NaCB 11 H 12 , most are as good or better than that for Na 2 B 10 H 10 . Because these nido-anions possess similar sizes and arrange in disordered structures that are identical to those for closo-poly(carba)borates, it is probable that they can be used to form different mixed-anion solid-solution phases with subambient temperature stabilities. a-NaB 11 H 14 represents a case in point, where presumably minor unknown impurities are enough to stabilize an fcc disordered structure down to cryogenic temperatures, yielding a respectable 1 mS·cm −1 room-temperature ionic conductivity. Although intriguing from a properties viewpoint, it is important as a practical matter to determine the exact origin of this anomalous aNaB 11 H 14 behavior via, e.g., controlled doping experiments, which we are currently pursuing. Nonetheless, whether in pure or potentially modified forms, all these nido-compounds, including Li versions, significantly expand the available poly(carba)borate compound toolkit for consideration in the design of future tailored multicomponent electrolyte materials.
It is known that the closo-polyborate dianions B 12 H 12 2− and B 10 H 10 2− are the most stable of the polyhedral (carba)borate anions due to their high symmetry and pseudoaromatic bonding. Introducing single carbon substituents into their cage frameworks leads to a favorable unity reduction in negative charge at some cost to thermal stability. Reducing the symmetry further by considering nest-shaped nido-anions, as in the present study, enables the retention of the −1 overall charge, which is critical in enabling near-RT superionic conductivity. Opening the closed poly(carba)borate cage could, however, affect the degree of chemical and electrochemical robustness of these nido-compounds toward various cathode and anode materials, which would impact their ultimate usefulness as practical solid-electrolyte components of an all-solid-state device. We point out that battery studies involving any of these poly(carba)borate-based electrolytes 26, 53, 59 (which appear to demonstrate stability toward these electrolytes). We have future plans to test various cathode materials with these nido-type compounds to more thoroughly assess their various electrochemical compatibilities.
Finally, a detailed computational mechanistic study is clearly warranted for understanding the chemical and structural factors that yield fast-alkali-ion transport and high electrochemical stability in boron-hydride-anionic compounds, which can accelerate the discovery of practical solid-state ion conductors for energy-storage devices with superior power, rate capability, and safety.
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